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If G is a finite abelian group and n ) 1 is an integer, we say that G has the
Hajos n-property, or is n-good if from each decomposition G s S S . . . S of GÂ 1 2 n
into a direct product of subsets, it follows that at least one of the S is periodic,i
 4meaning that there exists x g G y e such that xS s S . Otherwise, G is said toi i
be n-bad. In this paper, we show that if G is an elementary abelian 3-group of
n Ž .order 3 , then G is n y 1 -good. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We will consider decomposition of finite abelian groups into the product
of subsets
G s S S . . . S . )Ž .1 2 n
Ž .If the decomposition ) of such a group G is such that each element a
of G has a unique representation of the form a s a a . . . a , where1 2 n
Ž .a g S , then we say that the product ) is direct or simply a factorizationi i
Ž < < < <of G. To avoid trivialities, we will assume n ) 1, and S G 2, where Si i
.denotes the cardinality of S . We will call such a factorization normalizedi
if each S also contains the identity element e of G. The question theni
asked is the following: What can we say about the subsets S ? The answeri
seems to be extremely difficult, even if not too many strong restrictions are
imposed either on G or on the subsets S . A subset S of G is calledi
 4periodic if there exists an element x g G y e such that xS s S; such an
element x when it exists is called a period for S. A subset C of G of the
 2 k4form C s e, a, a , . . . , a is called a cyclic subset; here k is an integer
< < w xwith k - a , order of a. A result due to G. Hajos 3 states that in anyÂ
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factorization of a finite abelian group G by cyclic subsets, at least one of
the factors will in fact be a subgroup of G. This result also has the
w xfollowing generalization due to L. Redei 4 ; in any normalized factoriza-Â
tion of an abelian group G by subsets containing a prime number of
elements, one of the factors must be a subgroup of G. An interesting
w xquestion raised by Hajos 3 is related to the case n s 2; suppose G s S SÂ 1 2
is a factorization of G. Does it follow that at least one of the factors S or1
S must be periodic? Groups which do satisfy this property are said to have2
the Hajos 2-property or simply to be ``good'' groups, and they have beenÂ
Ž w x.classified see 6 . More generally, a group G is said to have the HajosÂ
n-property or to be ``n-good'' if from each factorization G s S S . . . S of1 2 n
G it follows that at least one of the S is periodic. Otherwise G is said toi
be ``n-bad.'' A. Sands solved this problem for cyclic groups, except in one
Ž w x.case, which he called the undecided case see 6 . The undecided case was
w x w xsolved 30 years later in 5 . In 1 , a study of abelian p-groups was carried
out with respect to the property of being n-goodrn-bad. It is interesting to
examine the case of p-groups, where p G 5 is easier to handle. Recall that
Ž a1 a2 as.a group G is said to be of type p , p , . . . , p if G is the direct
a1 a2 as w xproduct of cyclic groups of orders p , p , . . . , p , respectively. In 1 ,
Ž a1 a2 as.it is shown that groups of type p , p , . . . , p are n-bad for all n,
2 F n F a q a q ??? qa y 1. The proof consists of a construction in1 2 s
which one must assume that p G 5. In this paper, we will restrict our
attention to elementary 3-groups and obtain the result that an elementary
n Ž .3-group of order 3 is n y 1 -good.
2. REMARKS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Ž .a Suppose G s S S is a factorization of G; then for a, b g G,1 2
Ž .Ž .aS bS s G. Thus we may restrict our attention to normalized factor-1 2
izations only.
Ž .b In the literature, 2-good groups are simply called ``good'' groups.
Ž .c If G is a group which is n-good for all possible values of n, we
will call G totally good.
Ž .d We observe that a cyclic 3-group is totally good by Theorem 2.6
w x Ž .in 1 . If G is of type 3, 3 , Redei's Theorem gives us a similar result.Â
Another easy case is when G is of order 33. In this case, we will also show
that G is totally good as follows. Again the case n s 3 follows from
Redei's Theorem. Therefore, we only need detail the case n s 2. SayÂ
< <G s S S is a factorization of G. We may assume S s 3. Say S s1 2 1 1
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 4e, a, b , where a / e and b / e. Now
 4G s e, a, b S s S j aS j bS . 1Ž .2 2 2 2
Ž .Multiplying 1 by a gives
G s aS j a2S j abS . 2Ž .2 2 2
Ž . Ž .Comparing 1 and 2 , we obtain
S j bS s a2S j abS . 3Ž .2 2 2 2
Now, bS l abS s B, since otherwise we must have S l bS / B,2 2 2 2
Ž .which contradicts the factorization in 1 . Hence, it follows that S s abS2 2
and bS s a2S . Therefore, either S is periodic or ab s e and b s a2, in2 2 2
which case S is periodic with period a. So the first nontrivial case of1
< < 43-groups we need to consider is when G s 3 . In this paper we will only
consider the case of elementary 3-groups and obtain the following results.
We start with a special case in Theorem 3.1, and then generalize the result
in Theorem 3.2.
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
THEOREM 3.1. If G is an elementary 3-group of order 34, then G is
3-good.
THEOREM 3.2. If G is an elementary 3-group of order 3n, then G is
Ž .n y 1 -good.
To prove the above theorems, we shall need the following results and
definitions about finite abelian groups.
3.3.
DEFINITION a. Let H be a subgroup of a group G; then a trans¤ersal of
H in G is a subset T of G consisting of one element from each coset H in
G.
LEMMA b. Let H be a subgroup of a group G and let T be a subset of G.
Then T is a trans¤ersal of G if and only if HT is a factorization of G.
DEFINITION c. If S and S9 are subsets of a group G such that for every
subset T of G, whenever ST s G is a factorization of G, then S9T s G is
also a factorization of G, we say that S is replaceable by S9.
DEFINITION d. A simulated subset of a group G is a set of the form
 2 ky2 ky1 4 < <S s e, a, a , . . . , a , a u , where u g G and k - a , order of a.
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w x  2 ky2 ky1 4LEMMA e 2, 7 . The simulated subset S s e, a, a , . . . a , a u is
 2 ky2 ky1 i4replaceable by the subset S9 s e, a, a , . . . a , a u for any i.
DEFINITION f. To a subset S of G, we assign an element S s Ý s ofsg S
the group ring ZG, where Z is the ring of integers. For S, a subset of G
Ž Ž .and x , a character of G, we define the annihilator of S denoted Ann S
Ž .. Ž .  Ž . 4or simply Ann S to be the set Ann S s x : x S s 0 .
w xTHEOREM g 5 . Let G be a group, let S be a subset of G, and let H and K
be subgroups of G. Then
Ann H l Ann K ; Ann S m ’A , B ; G, S s HA j KB,Ž . Ž . Ž .
where the union is disjoint and the products HA and KB are direct.
w xTHEOREM h 5 . If G is a finite p-group and S s S S . . . S . . . S , a1 2 i n
subset of G is a direct product of other subsets S , S , . . . , S , . . . , S of G such1 2 i n
that S is periodic, then at least one of the S is a subgroup of G.i
< < < <Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose G s S S S , where S s 9 and S s1 2 3 1 2
< <S s 3. It is clear that S and S must be simulated subsets. Let3 2 3
 2 4  2 4S s e, x, x b and let S s e, y, y c . By 3.3, Lemma e, we can replace2 3
² : ² :S and S in the factorization G s S S S by x and y , respectively, to2 3 1 2 3
² :² :obtain the factorization G s S x y . Obviously x and y are indepen-1
dent elements of G. Furthermore, by 3.3, Definition c, S is a transversal1
² :² : ² :  4  4of K s x y s x, y in G. Next, we augment the set x, y to x, y, u, ¤
to get a set of generators for G. Then S will consist of the elements1
S s ek , ¤k , ¤ 2 k , uk , u¤k , u¤ 2 k , u2 k , u2 ¤k , u2 ¤ 2 k , 41 00 01 02 10 11 12 20 21 22
where k g K and we let k s e.i j 00
From the factorization G s S S S , we get1 2 3
2G s S e q x q x b S . 4Ž . Ž .1 3
² :From the factorization G s S x S , we get1 3
2G s S e q x q x S . 5Ž . Ž .1 3
Ž . Ž .Subtracting 4 from 5 , we get
0 s S e y b S . 6Ž . Ž .1 3
Treating c in a similar manner, we get
0 s S e y b e y c . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .1
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Our claim now is that
² : ² :Ann b l Ann c ; Ann S .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž² :. Ž² :.Let x be a character of G such that x g Ann b l Ann c . Apply-
Ž .ing x to 4 , we obtain
0 s x S 1 y x b 1 y x c .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now, if x f Ann S , then x S / 0. Thus, either x b s 1 or x c s 1.1 1
Ž . Ž² :. Ž 2 .Consider the case x b s 1. Then we see that x b s x e q b q b s
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Ž² :.x e q x b q x b s 1 q 1 q 1 s 3 / 0. Hence, x f Ann b . This is
Ž .a contradiction. The case x c s 1 leads to a similar contradiction. There-
fore the claim is proved. Now by 3.3, Theorem g; we get that there exist
subsets A and B of G such that
² : ² :S s b A j y B ,1
² : ² :where the union is disjoint and the products b A and y B are direct.
To show that one of the factors S , S , S is periodic, we will have to1 2 3
distinguish several cases according to the nature of x, y, b, and c.
Ž . ² :I b, c g K s x, y . In this case, S S s K is a factorization of1 2
< < < <K. And since S s S s 3, Redei's Theorem tells us that either S or SÂ2 3 2 3
is periodic.
Ž .II x, y, b and c are independent. In this case, we may assume b
 2 4and c to be u and ¤ , respectively. Thus S s e, x, x u and S s2 3
 2 4e, y, y ¤ , and so
² : ² :S s u A j ¤ B.1
Now, if either A s B or B s B, then S is periodic. So assume that1
neither of them is empty. Now, e g S , so either e g A or e g B. We may1
assume that e g A since the roles of u and ¤ are symmetric. Then
² : 0 0 ² :e u s u ¤ k u ; S . It follows that00 1
k s k s k s e. )Ž .00 10 20
i j ² : i j ² :Let u ¤ k g B ¤ , and observe that u ¤ k ¤ ; S . Hence, it followsi j i j 1
that
k s k s k . ))Ž .i0 i1 i2
Ž .But from ) , we have k s e. Thereforei0
k s k s k s e. )))Ž .i0 i1 i2
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i j ² : i 0 ² : i² : i ² :Hence, u ¤ k ¤ s u ¤ k ¤ s u ¤ . This implies that u g B ¤ .i j i0
i ² : ² : ² :But u g A u , and this contradicts the fact that A u l B ¤ s B.
Therefore B s B, and so in this case S is periodic.1
Ž . ² :III x, y, b are independent and c g x, y, b . In this case, we may
 4 a b gassume b to be u in the set of generators x, y, u, ¤ . Therefore, c s x y u
 2 4for some a , b , g , where 0 F a , b , g F 2. Now, S s e, x, x u and S s2 3
 2 a b g 4e, y, y x y u . We have to further split this into subcases according to
a , b , g as follows:
 241. a s b s g s 0. In this case S s e, y, y is periodic.3
2. a s b s 0, g / 0. In this case we may assume g s 1, by 3.3,
 2 4 ² : ² :Lemma e. Therefore S s e, y, y u , and so S s A u j B u , from3 1
which it follows that S is periodic.1
3. a s b / 0, g s 0. This case is impossible.
 2 b g 44. a s b / 0, g s 0. In this case S s e, y, y y u . We may as-3
 g 4sume b s 1, so that S s e, y, u . Suppose t g A. Now the product3
² : ² : ² :t u S S is direct, and t u S S s t u, x S . This is impossible, since2 3 2 3 3
g g ² :then u g S and u g u, x .3
 a45. a / 0, b s 0, g s 0. In this case S s e, y, yx . We may assume3
 2 4a s 1, so that S s e, y, y x . Suppose B / B. So there exists t g B.3
² : ² :Now t x S ; S and the product t x S is direct since S S S is. But2 1 2 1 2 3
² :then we have x g x and x g B. This is a contradiction.
 2 a g 46. a s 0, b s 0, g / 0. In this case, S s e, y, y x u . We may3
 2 a 4assume g s 1, so that S s e, y, y x u . We show that in this case3
B s B. For if we suppose not, then there exists ui¤ jk g B. Computingi j
i j ² a : ² a :S S S we see that it contains u ¤ k x u S S . Let us detail x u S S .1 2 3 i j 2 3 2 3
Direct computation shows that
² a :x u S S2 3
 a 2 a 2 aq1 2 aq1 2 2 aq2 2 a 2 aq2 4s e, x u , x u , x , x u , x u , x u , x u , x u , x .
Recall that the possible values of a are 0, 1, and 2 only. But we are
assuming that a / 0, which means that a s 1 or 2. But these values are
impossible; the presence of x 2 u and x aq1u says that a / 1, while the
presence of x 2 u and x au says that a / 2. Therefore B s B and hence S3
is periodic.
 2 a b 47. a / 0, b / 0, g s 0. In this case, S s e, y, y x y . As before,3
 a4we may assume b s 1. Therefore, S s e, y, x . Suppose A / B. So3
² : ² :there exists t g A. Now t u A ; S and the product t u S S is direct. It3 2 3
² : ² :is clear that u S S s u, x S . This is a contradiction, since then2 3 3
a ² : ax g u, x and x g S .2
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8. a / 0, b / 0, g / 0. We may assume b s 1. Therefore S s3
 a g 4 ² : ² :e, y, x u . Say t g A. Now t u A ; S and the product t u S S is3 2 3
² : ² :direct. It is clear that u S S s u, x S . This is a contradiction, since2 3 3
a g ² : a gthen x u g u, x and x u g S .3
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof is by induction on n. If n s 4, the
result is true by Theorem 3.1. Assume the result is true for n ) 4.
Consider the factorization G s S S S . . . S . . . S . Now observe that G s1 2 3 i n
Ž .S S S . . . S . . . S is also a factorization of G. We may further assume1 2 3 i n
< < < <that S s S s 3, since it is only a matter of reindexing the factors. By1 2
Ž .induction hypothesis, one of the factors S S , S , . . . , S , . . . , S is peri-1 2 3 i n
odic. If this happens to be one of S , . . . , S , . . . , S , we are done; otherwise3 i n
the result follows from 3.3, Theorem h.
4. FINAL REMARK
We conclude with the following example, showing that the result in
Ž .Theorem 3.2 is false if we decrease the number of factors to n y 2 .
5 ² : ² : ² : ² :Consider a 3-group G of order 3 . Say G s u = ¤ = w = x =
² : < < < < < < < < < <  2 4y , where u s ¤ s w s x s y s 3. Let S s e, x, x ¤ , S s1 2
 2 4  2 4  2 4 2² :² :e, y, y w , and S s e, w, w x j e, ¤ , ¤ y j u ¤ w . Then one can3
check that G s S S S is a factorization of G and that none of the S is1 2 3 i
periodic.
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